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Abstract. Crop models are increasingly used to simulate
crop yields at the global scale, but so far there is no gen-
eral framework on how to assess model performance. Here
we evaluate the simulation results of 14 global gridded crop
modeling groups that have contributed historic crop yield
simulations for maize, wheat, rice and soybean to the Global
Gridded Crop Model Intercomparison (GGCMI) of the Agri-
cultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project
(AgMIP). Simulation results are compared to reference data
at global, national and grid cell scales and we evaluate model
performance with respect to time series correlation, spatial
correlation and mean bias. We find that global gridded crop
models (GGCMs) show mixed skill in reproducing time se-
ries correlations or spatial patterns at the different spatial
scales. Generally, maize, wheat and soybean simulations of
many GGCMs are capable of reproducing larger parts of
observed temporal variability (time series correlation coeffi-
cients (r) of up to 0.888 for maize, 0.673 for wheat and 0.643
for soybean at the global scale) but rice yield variability can-
not be well reproduced by most models. Yield variability can
be well reproduced for most major producing countries by
many GGCMs and for all countries by at least some. A com-
parison with gridded yield data and a statistical analysis of
the effects of weather variability on yield variability shows
that the ensemble of GGCMs can explain more of the yield
variability than an ensemble of regression models for maize
and soybean, but not for wheat and rice. We identify future
research needs in global gridded crop modeling and for all
individual crop modeling groups. In the absence of a purely
observation-based benchmark for model evaluation, we pro-
pose that the best performing crop model per crop and region
establishes the benchmark for all others, and modelers are
encouraged to investigate how crop model performance can
be increased. We make our evaluation system accessible to
all crop modelers so that other modeling groups can also test
their model performance against the reference data and the
GGCMI benchmark.
1 Introduction
Agriculture is fundamental to human life and our ability to
understand how agricultural production responds to changes
in environmental conditions and land management has long
been a central question in science (Russell, 1966; Spiertz,
2014). Numerical crop models have been developed over the
last half-century to understand agricultural production sys-
tems and to predict effects of changes in management (e.g.,
irrigation, fertilizer; El-Sharkawy, 2011). In the face of con-
tinued population growth, economic development and the
emergence of global-scale phenomena that affect agricultural
productivity (most prominently climate change) crop models
are also applied at the global scale (Rosenzweig and Parry,
1994). Given the importance of climate change and the cen-
tral interest in agriculture, global-scale crop model applica-
tions have been increasingly used to address a wide range
of questions, also beyond pure crop yield simulations (e.g.,
Bondeau et al., 2007; Del Grosso et al., 2009; Deryng et al.,
2014; Osborne et al., 2013; Pongratz et al., 2012; Rosen-
zweig et al., 2014; Stehfest et al., 2007; Wheeler and von
Braun, 2013).
With very few exceptions, crop models applied at the
global scale have been developed for field-scale applica-
tions (e.g., EPIC-based models, pDSSAT, pAPSIM) or have
been derived from global ecosystem models by incorporat-
ing field-scale crop model mechanisms and parameters (e.g.,
LPJ-GUESS, LPJmL, ORCHIDEE-crop, PEGASUS) and
several of these have been systematically intercompared with
a large number of other field-scale models (Asseng et al.,
2013; Bassu et al., 2014). Still, differences between global
gridded crop models (GGCMs) (Rosenzweig et al., 2014)
and also between field-scale models (Asseng et al., 2013;
Bassu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) have been recently iden-
tified, following a general call to revisit modeling skills and
approaches (Rötter et al., 2011), which is also a central objec-
tive of the Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improve-
ment Project (AgMIP) (Rosenzweig et al., 2013) and the
Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISI-
MIP) (Warszawski et al., 2014). Site-specific applications
and model evaluation can demonstrate the general suitabil-
ity of the mechanisms implemented in the models and the
corresponding parameters (Boote et al., 2013), but the ex-
trapolation and upscaling of parameters and model assump-
tions remains challenging (Ewert et al., 2011; Hansen and
Jones, 2000). If models are applied at the global scale, they
also need to be assessed at the scale of interpretation, which
ranges from gridded to national or regional aggregates (El-
liott et al., 2014a; Fader et al., 2010; Müller and Robertson,
2014; Nelson et al., 2014a, b; Osborne et al., 2013).
Global-scale applications of crop models face a number of
challenges. A major difference to field-scale model applica-
tions is that at large regional- to global-scale detailed model
calibration to field observations is not possible. Specification
and initialization as typically conducted in field-scale appli-
cations simply lack data of suitable spatial coverage, and
simulation units (e.g., 0.5◦ grid cells) represent an aggregate
of many smaller, potentially heterogeneous fields. Initializa-
tion of soil properties (Basso et al., 2011) is especially im-
portant in dry and nutrient-depleted production systems (Fol-
berth et al., 2012) and the specification of soil properties can
greatly affect crop model simulations (Folberth et al., 2016b).
Similarly, production systems typically cannot be specified
in great detail. There is limited information on growing sea-
sons (Portmann et al., 2010; Sacks et al., 2010) and irriga-
tion area, amount and timing (Siebert et al., 2015; Thenk-
abail et al., 2009) that can be used to model crop-specific
irrigation shares (Portmann et al., 2010; You et al., 2010),
planting dates and crop parameters for the specification of
varieties grown (van Bussel et al., 2015) and multiple crop-
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 1403–1422, 2017 www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/1403/2017/
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ping rotation practices. Still, crop varieties are often assumed
to be homogeneous globally or within large regions in global
model setups (Folberth et al., 2016a; Müller and Robertson,
2014). Other management aspects are typically assumed to
be static in space and time. There have been some attempts
to calibrate crop models in global-scale applications but these
always calibrate to (sub-)national yield statistics (Fader et
al., 2010) or to gridded yield data sets (Deryng et al., 2011;
Sakurai et al., 2014) that are based on (sub-)national statistics
(Iizumi et al., 2014b; Mueller et al., 2012).
The evaluation of model performance (skill) faces similar
challenges. Data availability has improved lately, as gridded
data sets on yield time series have become available (Iizumi
et al., 2014b; Ray et al., 2012), but generally only yield data
are available, while other end-of-season (e.g., biomass) or
within-season (e.g., leaf area index, LAI) information is lack-
ing. The gridded yield data sets are not purely observational
but include some form of model application in the interpola-
tion of unknown accuracy so that they do not directly qualify
as a reference data set. Currently, global gridded crop mod-
els lack a clear benchmark against which they can be evalu-
ated. A benchmark is an a priori definition of expected model
performance based on a set of performance metrics (Best
et al., 2015). Given that the GGCMs are merely driven by
variable information on weather and atmospheric CO2 con-
centrations, whereas assumptions on soil properties and/or
management systems are static, these cannot be expected to
reproduce all temporal dynamics and spatial patterns of ob-
served crop yields. The contribution of weather variability
has been estimated to roughly one-third globally of the ob-
served yield variability (Ray et al., 2015) and moderate-to-
marked yield losses can be explained by weather data over
26–33 % of the harvested area (Iizumi et al., 2013), with
a clear negative impact of extreme drought and heat events
(Lesk et al., 2016). The explanatory power of weather vari-
ability on crop yields varies strongly between regions, with
a tendency to have a larger influence on yield variability in
high-input systems than in low-input systems (Ray et al.,
2015), where substantial variation may also be introduced by
pests and diseases, socio-economic conditions and changes
in management.
The comparison with gridded data is difficult, because of
introduced interpolation errors in the referenced data. The
differences between the two gridded yield reference data sets
can be substantial, indicating that the modeling assumptions
made introduce substantial uncertainty and limit their appli-
cability as a reference data set. Similarly, if simulated grid-
ded yield data are to be compared with (sub-)national yield
statistics, these need to be spatially aggregated. This aggre-
gation requires information on the spatial and temporal dis-
tribution of cropland and irrigation systems, which is avail-
able from different global data sets with differing estimates
that can introduce substantial uncertainty (Porwollik et al.,
2017).
The objective of this paper is to provide and discuss a
broad model evaluation framework to test performance of
GGCMs that participated in the global gridded crop model
intercomparison (GGCMI) of AgMIP’s Gridded Crop Model
Initiative (Ag-GRID; Elliott et al., 2015). We aim to assess
general and individual model performance across different
crops and regions that can serve as a basis for further model
development and improvement as well as a benchmark for
future assessments. Model performance is evaluated with re-
spect to correct spatial patterns as well as temporal dynam-
ics at the global scale as well as for individual countries and
grid cells. Reference data sets and metrics are explained in
more detail in the methods section. We also propose this
evaluation system to become a standard benchmarking sys-
tem for all global gridded crop model application and to
track model improvement.1 Therefore, we make the data pro-
cessing and the computation of performance metrics avail-
able online (https://mygeohub.org/tools/ggcmevaluation) to
other modelers so that they can compare their models’ results
against the GGCMI ensemble. We argue that under given un-
certainties, the best performing crop model per region and
crop defines the benchmark for the other models.
2 Methods
2.1 Models participating and experimental setup
For the GGCMI in AgMIP, 14 model groups have contributed
(Table 1), following the protocol for the GGCMI (Elliott et
al., 2015). For this, crop modeling groups were asked to per-
form global simulations with their standard assumptions (in-
puts or internal calculations) on growing seasons and fer-
tilizer inputs (“default”), with harmonized growing seasons
(i.e., with supplied planting and harvest dates; Elliott et al.,
2015) and fertilizer inputs per crop and pixel (“fullharm”) as
well as a simulation with harmonized growing seasons but
assuming the absence of nutrient limitation (“harm-suffN”;
referred to as “harmnon” in Elliott et al. (2015), but changed
here to avoid the misinterpretation of “no nitrogen”). We
evaluate model performance for each of these harmonization
sets to study the importance of these assumptions for individ-
ual models’ as well as for the ensemble’s performance. More
detail on the processes implemented in the GGCMs can be
found in the Supplement, Tables S1–S4.
Here we use data from simulations by these 14 GGCMs
driven by the weather data set AgMERRA (Ruane et al.,
2015), for which all modeling groups have performed simu-
lations and historical atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) con-
centrations (Thoning et al., 1989). The AgMERRA data set
spans the time frame of 1980–2010 and provides daily data
1We supply an online evaluation system where files can be up-
loaded and assessed in the same way as the GGCMI simulations
in this paper. The tool is available on the GEOSHARE Portal at
https://mygeohub.org/tools/ggcmevaluation.
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Table 1. GGCMs participating in the study, model type and key references.
Crop model Model type Key literature
CGMS-WOFOST Site-based process model de Wit and van Diepen (2008)
CLM-Crop Ecosystem Model Drewniak et al. (2013)
EPIC-BOKU Site-based process model (based on EPIC) EPIC v0810 – Izaurralde et al. (2006), Williams (1995)
EPIC-IIASA Site-based process model (based on EPIC) EPIC v0810 – Izaurralde et al. (2006), Williams (1995)
EPIC-TAMU Site-based process model (based on EPIC) EPIC v1102 – Izaurralde et al. (2012)
GEPIC Site-based process model (based on EPIC) EPIC v0810 – Liu et al. (2007), Williams (1995), Folberth et al. (2012)
LPJ-GUESS Ecosystem Model Lindeskog et al. (2013), Smith et al. (2001)
LPJmL Ecosystem Model Waha et al. (2012), Bondeau et al. (2007)
ORCHIDEE-crop Ecosystem Model Wu et al. (2016)
pAPSIM Site-based process model APSIM v7.5 – Elliott et al. (2014b), Keating et al. (2003)
pDSSAT Site-based process model pDSSAT v1.0 – Elliott et al. (2014b), DSSAT v4.5 – Jones et al. (2003)
PEGASUS Ecosystem model v1.1 – Deryng et al. (2014), v1.0 – Deryng et al. (2011)
PEPIC Site-based process model (based on EPIC) EPIC v0810 – Liu et al. (2016), Williams (1995)
PRYSBI2 Empirical/process hybrid Sakurai et al. (2014)
on the most important meteorological driver variables and
groups applied their own interpolation to sub-daily values
if needed. If additional weather data were needed by indi-
vidual modeling groups (such as long-wave radiation), these
were supplemented from the Princeton Global Forcing data
set (PGFv2) (Sheffield et al., 2006). We assume this to have
little impact on simulation results, as all data sets are based
on station data and/or re-analysis data, and as bias correction
of re-analysis data is performed for each meteorological vari-
able individually, there is no explicit dependency between in-
dividual variables (e.g., between radiation and temperature).
The contribution of uncertainties in historic weather data sets
on crop model skill is to be evaluated elsewhere and is not
part of the objectives here.
All input and harmonization targets are supplied at a reg-
ular grid with 0.5◦ resolution. Weather data are supplied at
daily resolution. Some models use a different spatial or tem-
poral resolution for which they had to find individual solu-
tions. See text and Table S2 in the Supplement for further de-
tail. Each modeling group is asked to use their own soil data
and parameterization (Elliott et al., 2015). Yield simulations
are conducted for the four major crops wheat, maize, rice and
soybean depending on model capacities. Some groups could
not supply data for all crops or harmonization settings (see
Table 2). Each modeling group supplied data for each crop
for all land grid cells (up to 62 911 grid cells) with separate
simulations for purely rain-fed conditions and for conditions
with full irrigation. Full irrigation does not necessarily imply
the absence of water stress in all models, if, e.g., the atmo-
spheric water vapor pressure deficit exceeds the plant’s phys-
ical capacity to transpire water. Model irrigation is triggered
on demand (Supplement Table S2) independent of the avail-
ability of irrigation water (Elliott et al., 2015).
Following FAO reporting standards, we are not reporting
simulated yield data as calendar aggregates but as a time se-
ries of annual growing seasons. In this way, we avoid that
individual calendar years can have two harvests (one shortly
after 1 January and one shortly before 31 December) and oth-
ers with zero harvest, which would greatly increase the vari-
ability in the reported simulated crop yields and would be
inconsistent with FAO data. Instead, each harvest season is
assigned a calendar year, starting with the first harvest of the
growing season that started in 1980 (beginning of the Ag-
MERRA forcing data), leaving a residual uncertainty how
the time series need to be matched (see below).
2.2 Reference data
We use two different data sets for the evaluation of the
GGCMs. The FAO data (FAOstat data, 2014) are used for na-
tional and global-scale model evaluation and are available at
these scales from 1961 to 2013. For some countries, produc-
tion data and/or harvested areas have been estimated by the
FAO rather than reported (FAOstat data, 2014). For spatially
resolved detail we use the data published by Ray et al. (2012,
henceforth “Ray2012”), as that allows for direct compari-
son with the regression model analysis of Ray et al. (2015,
henceforth “Ray2015”). The Ray2012 data span 1961–2008
and were aggregated from its original resolution of 5 arcmin
to the 0.5◦ GGCMI standard resolution, weighted by pro-
duction. Both production and harvested area data are col-
lected at sub-national level for 51 countries in the Ray data
and changes in productivity thus reflect both dynamics in
area and production. National totals are forced to match FAO
statistics, if there were differences (Ray et al., 2012). The as-
signment of yield statistics to the grid raster as conducted by
Ray et al. (2012) requires making assumptions that introduce
uncertainty. To illustrate the uncertainty in the gridded refer-
ence data, we compare the Ray2012 data with the Iizumi data
set (Iizumi et al., 2014b). The Iizumi data set is available in
gridded form from 1982 to 2006, which we here re-gridded
from its original resolution of 1.125◦× 1.125◦ to the stan-
dard GGCMI resolution of 0.5◦× 0.5◦ resolution, using the
remapcon function (CDO, 2015). As much of the Southern
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 1403–1422, 2017 www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/1403/2017/
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Hemisphere has no data for 2006 due to its ending in the
middle of Southern Hemisphere summer, we only consider
the period 1982–2005 here. The Iizumi data are based on na-
tional FAO data and the spatial variability within countries
is introduced based on satellite data. Given the different ap-
proaches, there are substantial differences in spatial patterns
between the Ray and Iizumi data, but temporal dynamics at
the national level reflect the FAO data.
2.3 Metrics used
In the analysis we largely focus on time series correlation
of simulated and reference crop yields, given that the main
application of gridded crop models at the global scale is re-
lated to studies on climate change impacts, where we expect
models to respond reasonably to changes in atmospheric con-
ditions (weather, climate). The main metric used is therefore
the time series correlation analysis, employing the Pearson’s
product moment correlation coefficient (henceforth “correla-
tion coefficient”). Significance levels (p values) are reported
based on a t distribution with length(x)− 2◦ of freedom.
Given difficulties in attributing sequences of growing periods
to the calendar year in both FAO statistics2 and in simulated
data where groups also interpreted the reported standards dif-
ferently, we test if the time series correlation can be substan-
tially improved by shifting the times series by 1 year. We ap-
ply such shifts only if the correlation coefficient improves by
at least 0.3 and report un-shifted time series analyses in the
supplement. Time series correlation is used at the global ag-
gregation level, the national aggregation and the pixel level.
In some cases, the correlation analysis is weighted by pro-
duction to put higher emphasis on larger production units,
assuming that data quality is often better than for smaller
producer units (e.g., less developed countries) and because
these are more important to correctly simulate for global as-
sessments. At the global scale, correlation coefficients are
simply reported in the figures but we employ heatmaps to
display correlation coefficients at the national scale, making
use of a version of the heatmap.2 function of the gplot pack-
age (Warnes et al., 2016), which has been modified to allow
for extra labeling.
We acknowledge that the models are only driven by fields
of weather data, soil data and nitrogen fertilizer inputs, ig-
noring the heterogeneity in patterns of other fertilizers (e.g.,
P, K), pest control and other managerial aspects (e.g., vari-
eties, planting densities). Therefore, we only test model per-
formance in reproducing spatial patterns of productivity at
national aggregations and not within individual countries, as
the quality of gridded reference data Ray2012 (interpolated
2FAO glossary on crop production: “. . . When the production
data available refers to a production period falling into two suc-
cessive calendar years and it is not possible to allocate the relative
production to each of them, it is usual to refer production data to
that year into which the bulk of the production falls.” Available at
http://faostat3.fao.org/mes/glossary/E
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/1403/2017/ Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 1403–1422, 2017
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(sub-)national statistics) as well as fertilizer inputs (Elliott et
al., 2015; Mueller et al., 2012) and growing seasons (Elliott
et al., 2015; Portmann et al., 2010; Sacks et al., 2010) is lim-
ited with respect to the spatial heterogeneity. Deviations from
national or global yield levels are computed as the mean bias,
as in Eq. (1), where i is any element in n. At the global scale
and for individual countries, n is the number of growing sea-
sons in the sample.
bias= 1
n
∑n
i=1(yieldsim, i − yieldobs,i) (1)
For a more comprehensive testing of the simulated yield dy-
namics, we employ Taylor diagrams that allow for display-
ing the correlation in spatiotemporal patterns between ob-
servations and simulated data in a single diagram (Taylor,
2001). The Taylor diagram depicts the correlation coefficient
across spatial units and time, the centered root mean squared
difference (RMSD), and the variance relative to that of the
observational data set. Acknowledging the difficulties with
respect to the spatial heterogeneity in reference and simu-
lated data, we employ the Taylor diagrams only for nation-
ally aggregated data, meaning that spatial patterns only refer
to national aggregations here. In the Taylor diagram anal-
ysis, countries are weighted by their crop-specific produc-
tion (FAOstat data, 2014). To disentangle the contribution of
the spatial vs. the temporal variability to the Taylor diagram,
we also compute two variants of these diagrams, which fo-
cus on temporal or spatial variability only. For the temporal-
dynamics-only variant, we remove the national means from
all de-trended time series so that all national time series have
a mean of zero and thus display no differences in this respect.
For the space-dynamics-only variant, we average time series
so that we compute the metrics with one national mean value
per country only, ignoring possible changes in data quality
over the time series. For plotting Taylor diagrams, we use
the taylor.diagram function of the R package plotrix (Lemon,
2006), which we have modified to allow for weighted corre-
lation and for testing of significance levels.
Instead of numerous maps on pixel-specific performance
metrics, we also present these in the form of box plots. To
allow for weighting the distribution of pixel-specific met-
rics such as the correlation coefficients, we employ weighted
quantiles of the function quantileWt of the R package sim-
Population (Alfons and Kraft, 2013).
2.4 Data processing
Gridded crop model simulations are driven by time se-
ries of weather data and of atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions, and static management assumptions. A comparison
to observation-based reference data thus requires processing
of raw simulation GGCM outputs and the reference data to
make these different data sources comparable. As much of
the trends in yield are driven by intensification and altered
management (FAO, 2013; Ray et al., 2012), we are remov-
ing trends from simulation and reference data. As reference
data are available at grid cell, national and global levels, we
aggregated simulated yield data to grid cell, national and
global levels, using an area-weighted average as described in
Eq. (2). Aggregation to the grid cell level only describes the
combination of irrigated and rain-fed simulation time series,
but follows the same principle.
yieldaggregated,t = (2)
n∑
i=1
yieldi,ir,t × area_irrigatedi,t +
n∑
i=1
yieldi,rf,t × area_rainfedi,t
n∑
i=1
(area_irrigatedi,t + area_rainfedi,t )
Here, i is the index of any grid cell assigned to the spatial unit
in question for growing season t , n is the number of grid cells
in that spatial unit, yieldi,ir,t is the simulated yield (t ha−1)
under fully irrigated conditions in grid cell i, and yieldi,rf,t
is the simulated yield (t ha−1) under rain-fed conditions in
grid cell i, area_irrigatedi is the irrigated harvested area (ha)
in grid cell i and area_rainfedi is the rain-fed harvested area
(ha) in grid cell i.
Following Porwollik et al. (2017), we use four different
masks for the aggregation to national data: MIRCA2000
(Portmann et al., 2010), SPAM (You et al., 2014a, b), Iizumi
(Iizumi et al., 2014b) and Ray (Ray et al., 2012). As we can-
not assess which of these aggregation masks is superior to
the others, we always select the aggregation mask that gives
the best agreement between simulated and reference time se-
ries. MIRCA2000 and SPAM provide separate data on irri-
gated and rain-fed crop-specific harvested areas per grid cell,
while Ray and Iizumi do not distinguish irrigated from rain-
fed areas. For aggregation purposes, we thus separate total
harvested area per grid cell and crop from Ray and Iizumi
into irrigated and rain-fed areas, using the relative shares per
grid cell and crop from MIRCA2000 (see Porwollik et al.,
2017).
After aggregation to national time series or to grid-cell-
specific area-weighted combinations of irrigated and rain-fed
yield simulations, we remove trends from simulated and ref-
erence data. For this, we are computing the anomalies by sub-
tracting a moving mean average of a 5-year window (t−2 to
t+2), with 3-year windows at both ends (t − 1 to t+1) of
the time series in order to not lose too many years from the
time series. Similar de-trending methods have been applied
by other studies (Iizumi et al., 2014a, 2013; Kucharik and
Ramankutty, 2005). We also tested other de-trending meth-
ods (e.g., linear or quadratic trend removal) and find that
this may also results in better agreement between simulated
and reference data sets. However, for simplicity we focus on
one de-trending method only in this analysis. For evaluation
across different countries, de-trended time series can be com-
pared as pure anomalies, which vary around zero, or with
preserved national mean yields allowing also for assignment
of differences in yield levels between different countries.
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For a comparison of simulated yields that are reported in
t ha−1 dry matter with FAOstat yields (FAOstat data, 2014),
which are reported in t ha−1 “as purchased”, we assume a net
water content of 12 % for maize and wheat, 13 % for rice and
9 % for soybean, following Wirsenius (2000). This assump-
tion does not affect any metrics other than the mean bias.
2.5 Benchmarks for evaluating model performance
GGCM simulations are typically used to study effects of
changing environmental conditions, such as climate change
impact assessments. We therefore put much emphasis on the
models’ ability to reproduce temporal variability. Also the
spatial variability of crop yields; e.g., along environmental
gradients within countries or in response to different fertilizer
input within and between countries should be reproduced by
the models.
We apply weights when assessing model performance. For
analyses of aggregated yield data, it is important to get large
areas and highly productive areas right in the simulations.
Also, reference data are often of limited quality for marginal
and/or small areas. We therefore typically weight results by
production (harvested area multiplied with productivity).
At pixel scale, we are presenting skill-based model ensem-
ble estimates by selecting the single best GGCM per pixel
that demonstrate the joint ensemble skill rather than an av-
erage (e.g., median) across all models. This skill-based ap-
proach demonstrates to what extent crop models can actually
reproduce observed patterns and variability and differences
between individual models and the skill-based model ensem-
ble quantify the learning potential within the ensemble. Prin-
cipally, in the absence of other benchmark measures, the best
performing model should be the benchmark for the others.
For the definition of the benchmark here, we consider not
only the GGCMI ensemble but also the 27 regression mod-
els as used by Ray et al. (2015). A model-based benchmark
as postulated here can establish a very low target, e.g., if all
models perform poorly. Therefore, the benchmark will have
to be continuously re-assessed and model intercomparison
studies as the GGCMI can help to further develop this bench-
mark.
3 Results
We present results from the evaluation for three different
aggregation levels: global, national and grid cell level. The
global level is the most aggregate where underlying reasons
for observed patterns are hard to identify. National-level data
provide more insights on underlying patterns but require data
reduction for presentation. Pixel-level results can only be as-
sessed by statistical means and results are thus presented in
aggregated form again. We typically display results for the
default setting in the main text but supply results for all
other settings in the supplement. For the main text figures,
we use fullharm simulations for all those model–crop com-
binations that did not supply a default setting simulation (i.e.,
those that did not have a default setting before participating
in GGCMI). These are clearly indicated in figures and cap-
tions. Also, to reduce the amount of data displayed here, we
typically show results for maize in the main text and display
figures for all other crops in the supplement, while still de-
scribing and discussing these here.
3.1 Global-scale model performance
Aggregated to global time series of crop yields, the differ-
ent GGCMs display mixed skill in comparison to the FAO-
stat time series when both are de-trended. Of the four ma-
jor crops, global yield variability can be best reproduced
for maize with correlation coefficients (r) between 0.89 and
0.42 and one non-significant correlation (PRYSBI2, Fig. 1).
PRYSBI2 is actually parameterized to reproduce the historic
trend in crop yields and if trends are not removed prior to
the time series correlation analysis, its correlation becomes
highly significant with a correlation coefficient of 0.56. Note
that a correlation analysis that includes a trend to which the
model has been calibrated may be strongly dominated by this
trend. Changes in the harmonization setting (fullharm, harm-
suffN; see Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplement) often have lit-
tle effect on simulations except for a few models, where har-
monization can significantly improve (e.g., EPIC-BOKU) or
weaken (e.g., PEGASUS) the correlation.
For wheat, 10 of the 14 models produce a time series
that is significantly correlated to FAO statistics (Fig. 2) with
correlation coefficients between 0.67 and 0.37. Harmoniza-
tion does not greatly change correlation coefficients but two
models achieve significant correlation under harmonization
that they did not achieve in the default setting (GEPIC,
ORCHIDEE-crop), whereas one loses the significant corre-
lation under harmonization (PEGASUS; see Figs. S3–S4).
PRYSBI2 again only achieves significant correlation if trends
are not removed prior to the correlation analysis.
Only 3 of the 11 GGCMs that submitted data for rice (Ta-
ble 2) achieve significant correlation to FAO statistics of vari-
ations in global rice productivity (EPIC-IIASA, LPJ-GUESS
and PRYSBI2; Fig. 3) and two others achieve significant
correlations under fullharm (EPIC-BOKU, PEPIC; Fig. S5),
but none of the models reach statistical significance under
the harm-suffN setting (Fig. S6). PRYSBI2’s correlation im-
proves substantially (from 0.53* to 0.83***) if trends are
maintained.
Of the 13 GGCMs that submitted data for soybean (Ta-
ble 2), seven achieve significant correlation to FAO statis-
tics of variations in global soybean productivity (correlation
coefficients between 0.64 and 0.41). Under harmonization,
two more models reach statistical significance levels (LPJ-
GUESS, PEPIC; Figs. S7–S8), and PRYSBI2 reaches signif-
icant correlations (0.57**) if trends are not removed.
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Figure 1. Time series of GGCMI simulations (solid colored lines) and FAOstat reference data (dashed line) for maize after de-trending.
Numbers in the legend next to model names indicate the Pearson correlation coefficient, asterisks indicate the p values (*** for p < 0.001,
** for p < 0.05, * for p < 0.1, n.s. for not significant). This figure displays the “default” setting, except for EPIC-TAMU, which only
supplied the fullharm setting simulations (see Table 2). The (sb) flag indicates that the time series had been shifted backwards by a year to
achieve a better match.
Figure 2. As Fig. 1 but for wheat.
There are also great differences between GGCMs concern-
ing their absolute deviation from observed yield levels, re-
flecting their different setups, process representation and cal-
ibration (Tables S2–S4 in the Supplement). We find no rela-
tionship between mean bias and the ability to reproduce vari-
ability over time (time series correlation) for maize (Fig. 5),
wheat (Fig. S9) and rice (Fig. S10) but a positive relation
(i.e., correlation coefficients tend to be higher for larger mean
bias) was found for soybean (Fig. S11).
3.2 National scale
National aggregated yield data are presented as time series
correlation coefficients (color-coded in heatmaps) as well
as the mean bias. Here we only show the top-10 producing
countries for maize and display data for the other crops and
for all producing countries in the supplement.
Interannual variability of most top-10 maize producing
countries can be reproduced to large extent by various
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Figure 3. As Fig. 1 but for rice. EPIC-TAMU, PEGASUS and pAPSIM did not supply data for rice.
Figure 4. As Fig. 1 but for soybean. EPIC-TAMU did not supply data for soybean.
GGCMs. The interannual variability of Indonesia cannot
be reproduced well by any of the models (max r is 0.42
and correlation is not statistically significant in most cases),
whereas the interannual variability of Argentina, France, In-
dia, South Africa and the United States can be largely repro-
duced by almost any GGCM-harmonization combination. To
achieve good statistical correlations, some time series had to
be shifted by a year, especially for Argentina, Mexico and
South Africa (Fig. S12). Also for the other maize produc-
ing countries, the yield variability can be well reproduced by
most GGCM-harmonization settings, and there is always at
least one GGCM that can reproduce a statistically significant
share of the variability (Fig. S13).
For wheat (Figs. S14–S16), rice (Figs. S17–S19) and soy-
bean (Figs. S20–S22) a similar picture emerges. The yield
variability of the top-10 producing countries can be repro-
duced by a large number of GGCMs, with a few exceptions
(France and China for wheat; Bangladesh and Myanmar for
rice; China for soybean) where only a few GGCMs are able
to reproduce statistically significant shares of the yield vari-
ability in the FAO yield statistics. Likewise for wheat, rice
and soybean, a statistically significant share of the yield vari-
ability can be reproduced for all producing countries covered
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Figure 5. Relationship of global mean bias and time series correlation for maize across all GGCMs (colors) and harmonization settings
(symbols). Dashed line indicates a linear fit, whose explanation power (R2) is given in the right-hand corner. Significance levels are as in
Fig. 1.
here (best column in Figs. S16, S19, S22) and allowing for
shifts in the time series can greatly improve the correlation,
especially in tropical countries (e.g., Pakistan for wheat, In-
donesia and Thailand for rice, soybean in India).
Other than deviating in temporal dynamics, which is tested
with time series correlation analyses, GGCM simulations can
also be biased compared to FAO yield statistics, typically
underestimating yields in high-yielding countries and over-
estimating yields in low-yielding countries (Fig. 7). Some
GGCMs (e.g., pDSSAT) and the harm-suffN generally tend
to overestimate yields, but not in all cases (Figs. 7, S23–S26).
Aggregation to national scale does not only allow for look-
ing into temporal dynamics of each individual country, it also
allows for assessing spatial patterns in combination with tem-
poral dynamics. By assembling national yield data series to
a two-dimensional field (countries× time), we can assess the
spatiotemporal correlation between simulated and FAO data
as well as the variance and centered RMSD using Taylor di-
agrams (Taylor, 2001). Here, countries are weighted by pro-
duction (FAOstat data, 2014) to avoid that small countries
dominate the overall picture (see Methods). GGCMs show
mixed skill when compared to FAO data, with some mod-
els having high correlation coefficients, whereas others have
low or negative correlation coefficients (Fig. 8). Here, harm-
suffN simulations typically show much lower correlation co-
efficients than the other harmonization settings. Except for
one model under harm-suffN (EPIC-TAMU, Fig. 8), harmo-
nization (fullharm, harm-suffN) eliminates any negative cor-
relation coefficients. None of the GGCM-harmonization set-
tings lead to negative correlation coefficients if the national
differences in mean yields are ignored (Fig. S28). The Tay-
lor diagram with flattened time dimension (i.e., only using
one multi-annual mean per country in the analysis, Fig. S27)
almost looks identical to the Taylor diagram with both the
time and space dimension (Fig. 8). This disentangling of the
contributions of spatial vs. temporal variability shows that
the overall skill of models as presented in the Taylor diagram
is dominated by the spatial signal, i.e., the differences be-
tween national mean yields outweigh the year-to-year vari-
ability around those means by far. This also explains why
GGCMs with some calibration against yield levels (EPIC-
IIASA, LPJmL, PEGASUS, PRYSBI2; see Table S4) show
relatively high correlation coefficients, as the differences be-
tween national means dominate the overall correlation. When
the spatial differences are ignored by removing the mean
yields per country (i.e., each country has a mean of zero and
the correlation thus only considers the year-to-year variabil-
ity around these), the GGCMs perform more similar, typi-
cally displaying correlation coefficients between 0.4 and 0.6
(Fig. S28) and often the variance becomes larger (larger stan-
dard deviation) relative to the FAO reference data set.
A similar pattern can be observed for the other crops as
well. The differences in yield levels between countries dom-
inate the overall performance in the spatiotemporal correla-
tion (Figs. S29 vs. S30 for wheat; S32 vs. S33 for rice; S35
vs. S36 for soybean) and GGCMs perform more similar in
the analysis of time-only variance (Figs. S31, S34, S37).
3.3 Pixel scale
At the pixel scale, reference data uncertainty increases sub-
stantially, as the two available data sets are essentially model-
and observation-based interpolations of (sub-)national yield
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Figure 6. Time series correlation coefficients for the top-10 maize producing countries. Rows display the individual countries ordered by
production; left-hand labels describe the best performing GGCMs for that country and the correlation coefficients. White boxes indicate that
correlations are not statistically significant. Each column displays individual GGCM× harmonization combinations, omitting all for which
data are not available. The leftmost column displays the best correlation coefficient for each country (row), corresponding to the row labels
on the left. Color legend key on top includes a histogram (cyan line) that shows the distribution of correlation coefficients across the ensemble
and the top-10 producing countries, excluding the “best” column.
Figure 7. As Fig. 6, but for mean bias (t ha−1) of simulated yields for the top-10 producer countries for maize.
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Figure 8. Taylor diagram of maize yield simulations aggregated to national level against FAO statistics data after removing trends but
preserving national mean yields. A perfect match with FAO statistics data would be at the dark green box on the x axis, having a normalized
standard deviation of 1 (distance to origin, blue contour lines) and a correlation of 1 (angle) as well as a centered RMSD of zero (green
contour lines). Symbols represent the different GGCMs, colors indicate the harmonization setting. Non-significant correlations are shaded in
lighter hues. Individual countries are weighted by their maize production according to FAOstat data (2014).
statistics, and neither of the two is independent from FAO
national data. Differences between the two gridded yield ref-
erence data sets (Iizumi et al., 2014b; Ray et al., 2012) are
expressed via a time series correlation analysis after remov-
ing trends via a moving average (see Methods, Fig. 9).
Independent of the harmonization setting, the GGCMI
model ensemble (selecting the best correlation per pixel
across the different GGCMs and harmonization settings)
finds statistically significant correlations (p < 0.1) with
Ray2012 in most of the currently cropped areas for all four
crops analyzed here (Fig. 10 for maize; Figs. S38–S40 for
wheat, rice and soybean). The spatial patterns with high cor-
relations are comparable to where Ray2015 could find signif-
icant influence of weather on crop yield variability with an
ensemble of 27 regression models, but the GGCMI ensem-
ble finds statistically significant contributions of weather (the
only dynamic driver in the model simulations) over a much
larger area than Ray2015. The original analysis of Ray2015
could find better correlations for large parts of China, the
Corn Belt in the USA and individual countries in Africa,
most notably Kenya and Zimbabwe. Contrary to the GGCMI
ensemble (best per pixel), individual GGCMs find statisti-
cally significant correlations in a much smaller area, largely
comparable to the 27 regression model ensemble used by
Ray2015; see, e.g., pDSSAT simulations for maize in the
supplement (Fig. S41). There is no eminent pattern in the
performance of individual GGCMs and none of the GGCMs
perform in any region significantly better than all others (see,
e.g., Fig. S42 for best performing GGCM per grid cell for
maize under the default setting).
Some individual GGCMs achieve similar distribution of
correlation coefficients with the gridded maize yield data set
of Ray2012 as the ensemble of the 27 regression models as
used by Ray2015, but most perform less well (Fig. 11). As
at the global-scale and national-scale aggregation level, har-
monization can improve or worsen GGCM performance, de-
pending on the GGCM.
For wheat, the GGCMI ensemble also finds statistically
significant correlations for a much larger area than the re-
gression model ensemble used by Ray2015, but correlation
coefficients are often lower (e.g., in Europe) even though the
spatial patterns with relatively high correlations coefficients
are similar between the GGCMI ensemble and those reported
by Ray2015 (see Fig. S38). As for maize, the harmonization
has little effect on the ensemble skill. Also the distribution of
coefficients of determination values shows that GGCMs can
reach higher values for individual pixels but are generally
(individually and as the total ensemble) less well correlated
with the gridded Ray data set than the 27 regression models
of Ray2015; see Figs. S38 and S43.
A similar picture emerges for rice, where also Ray2015
only find low correlation coefficients, whereas the GGCMI
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Figure 9. Analysis of time series correlation between the two gridded yield reference data sets after removing trends via a moving average
(see methods). Gray areas depict areas where there is no statistically significant correlation between the two data sets (p > 0.1), white areas
have no yield data for that crop in at least one of the two data sets. Panel (a) shows coefficients of determination (R2) for maize, (b) for
wheat, (c) for rice, (d) for soybean.
Figure 10. Analysis of time series correlation between the GGCM ensemble simulations for maize (selecting best correlation across the
GGCMs per grid cell) and the Ray2012 reference data set after removing trends via a moving average (see methods). Gray areas depict areas
where none of the GGCMs find a statistically significant correlation; white areas have no yield data for that crop in Ray2012 data sets. Panel
(a) shows coefficients of determination (R2) for the default setting, (b) for the fullharm setting, (c) for the harm-suffN setting, and (d) shows
the original coefficients of determination as reported by Ray et al. (2015) for an ensemble of 27 regression models.
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ensemble covers a much broader area and finds moderate cor-
relation coefficients in South America, India and Australia,
but not in China as Ray2015 do. As for wheat, individual
GGCMs can reach higher coefficients of determination val-
ues than the regression model ensemble of Ray2015 for indi-
vidual pixels, but generally the correlations found are weaker
than for the regression model ensemble as used by Ray2015;
see Figs. S39 and S44.
For soybean, the GGCMI ensemble also covers a broader
range than the regression model ensemble used by Ray2015.
As for maize, the GGCMI ensemble finds equally high cor-
relation coefficients as the regression model ensemble, with
the notable exception of western Russia (Fig. S40). Soy-
bean yield variability in the USA can be better reproduced
by the GGCMI ensemble than by the regression models em-
ployed by Ray2015. Again, some individual GGCMs per-
form equally well as the regression model ensemble em-
ployed by Ray2015, whereas the GGCMI ensemble achieves
better coefficients of determination than the regression model
ensemble used by Ray2015 (Fig. S45). Also here, some
GGCMs profit from harmonization, whereas others have bet-
ter performance under their default setting or are not sensitive
to the harmonization at all.
4 Discussion
4.1 Benchmark: what to expect from GGCMs
It is implausible to expect crop models to reproduce vast
shares of yield variability and spatial patterns of crop yields
given their coarse resolution, reliance on static inputs and re-
liance on weather data when this is but one driver of true
yield variability. This is particularly true for low-input re-
gions where many other elements, such as unsuitable man-
agement or pest outbreaks, may contribute substantially to
yield variability. It is questionable if the statistical analysis of
Ray2015 should define the expectations for crop model per-
formance as their regression models are driven with rather
aggregate weather information (precipitation and tempera-
ture of either the growing season or of the 12 month pre-
ceding harvest). As GGCMs often find stronger influence of
weather variability than Ray2015, especially for maize and
soy, it is plausible to assume that weather variability is at
least as important as described by Ray2015. On the other
hand, regression models can be derived from many time se-
ries and as none of the GGCMs can reproduce the strong
influence of weather variability on crop yields as, e.g., re-
ported for maize in Kenya or soybean in Russia (Ray et al.,
2015), these strong relationships may be statistical artifacts
or based on other weather-related dynamics that are not cap-
tured by the GGCMs, such as weather-related pest outbreaks
(e.g., Esbjerg and Sigsgaard, 2014). Similar considerations
apply for national and global-scale performance. However,
also here it can be generally expected that weather variabil-
ity is more important for yield variability in countries with
high-input agriculture than in low-input countries. GGCM
simulations should not be expected to reproduce yield vari-
ability of countries that do not directly report production and
harvested area to the FAO and where data gaps are filled with
FAO estimates (Folberth et al., 2012).
Gridded crop models make a number of simplifications,
such as homogeneous management across larger areas, in-
cluding soils, sowing dates and varieties. Within individual
farming regions, sowing varies by days to even weeks as sow-
ing dates are subject to a number of weather-induced con-
ditions (e.g., soil wetness, soil temperature) and the timely
availability of labor, machinery and farmers may chose dif-
ferent varieties to grow. The mixture of management prac-
tices within regions thus buffers observed variability in the
region’s yield records, as the diversity should cancel out the
variability to some extent when aggregated to a region av-
erage. GGCMs on the contrary implement highly homoge-
neous systems that tend to overestimate variability, allow-
ing for no or little variation in sowing dates across the years
or within larger regions (Sacks et al., 2010) and assuming
no change in crop varieties across the simulation period of
31 years. This variety selection not only contributes to the
technology-driven trend in crop yields, which we have re-
moved here (see Methods), but may also alter the crops’ re-
sponse to adverse environmental conditions. The model sim-
plifications also encompass simplified assumptions on the
distribution of fertilizers and varieties, which should affect
not only the temporal dynamics simulated but also the spa-
tial patterns of crop yields.
4.2 GGCM performance
Maize and soybean are the crops where the GGCMs show
the best skill in reproducing reference data variability, fol-
lowed by wheat and rice. The separation of temporal and
spatial variability shows that the spatial variability dominates
the overall variability in data simply because the differences
between national yields are typically greater than those be-
tween individual years within countries. GGCMs that per-
form some level of calibration against national data therefore
score relatively high in correlation coefficients (e.g., Fig. 8)
but not necessarily for greater model skill as the national dif-
ferences are imposed in the calibration process. If nutrients
are assumed to be non-limiting (harm-suffN), the reproduc-
tion of spatial patterns is reduced and these simulations (or-
ange symbols in, e.g., Fig. S27) are therefore typically less
extreme in comparison to the default settings (blue in, e.g.,
Fig. S27) and closer to the analysis of only temporal dynam-
ics (e.g., Fig. S28). Harmonization of management assump-
tions affects only in some cases the time series correlation in
individual countries (e.g., Fig. 6). Simulations with no nutri-
ent limitation typically lead to a greater mean bias in yield
simulations (e.g., Fig. 7) but not necessarily to large changes
in time series correlation, suggesting that calibration or mean
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Figure 11. Box plot of R2 distribution for each GGCM-harmonization setting for maize. Boxes span the interquartile range (25–75 per-
centiles); whiskers expand to the most remote value within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Values outside this range are considered outliers
and are depicted as dots. The “ensemble best” shows the GGCMI skill-based (correlation coefficient) ensemble, “ensemble X Ray” is the
same but only for those pixels where, and both are not independent from FAO national data also report significant correlations, “Ray2015”
is the distribution of values as published by Ray et al. (2015), “Ray X ensemble” is as Ray2015 but only for the area where also the GGCMI
ensemble reports significant correlation coefficients. The distribution is weighted by production, following the Ray2012 data set. Numbers
at the top describe the fraction of the total harvested area for which significant correlations could be found, which ranges between 96 %
(ensemble best, default), 63 % and 19 % for the individual GGCMs, and 68 % for Ray et al. (2015).
biases often do not affect the model’s skill to respond to inter-
annual variation in weather conditions. However, it also often
leads to greater variance in the time series (orange symbols
move outwards relative to blue symbols in Figs. S28, S31,
S34, S37). The effect of harmonization is dependent not only
on the individual GGCM’s sensitivity to these assumptions
but also to the difference between the default and the harmo-
nized settings with respect to growing season and fertilizer
input.
For maize and soy, the GGCMI ensemble outperforms an
ensemble of 27 regression models (Ray et al., 2015) with
respect to area with significant correlation and to correla-
tion coefficients (Figs. 11 and S45), indicating that model
performance is good. As there are still regions in which
GGCMs are outperformed by the regression models (e.g.,
Kenya for maize, Russia for soybean), and because the in-
dividual GGCMs show varying skill for different regions,
each of the models has sufficient room for improvement if
we consider the best performing model is the benchmark for
all others.
For wheat, GGCMs show less influence of weather vari-
ability than Ray2015 and should thus strive to achieve sim-
ilar performance levels as the regression models used by
Ray2015. The simulation of wheat is complicated by the
mixture of spring and winter wheat varieties that are also
grown within the same regions and where the current dis-
tinction in the models and the GGCMI growing season data
may not be accurate. For future analyses, we therefore rec-
ommend to perform separate simulations for spring and win-
ter wheat.
Rice is generally not simulated with great skill by any
GGCM or the overall ensemble. However, also the regression
model ensemble of Ray2015 does not detect substantial in-
fluence of interannual weather variability in much of the rice
growing areas, suggesting that rice production systems are
currently not well represented in GGCMs and also cannot be
captured well by regression models. Possible causes could be
the complexity of the multiple cropping seasons in rice pro-
duction (Iizumi and Ramankutty, 2015) and the assumptions
on irrigation, which is especially in rice production largely
irrigated.
There is considerable uncertainty in historic weather pat-
terns, as reflected by the nine different weather data products
used in GGCMI. Here we only use one of these weather data
sets for which all GGCMs submitted data with different man-
agement scenarios (default, fullharm – harmonized growing
periods and nutrient inputs, harm-suffN –harmonized grow-
ing periods with no nutrient stress).
4.3 Data processing and assumptions
There are a number of caveats with respect to the processing
of data. We employ a moving average approach to remove
trends from observation-based and simulated data. There
are various other methods to remove trends from time se-
ries (e.g., linear or quadratic trends) that we have tested as
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well. No clear picture has emerged to what method is best
as this is dependent on the individual time series. We ar-
gue that the most important aspect in this de-trending is that
observation-based and simulated data are treated in the same
way. Also, the moving average seems to be least dependent
on assuming an underlying functional form as, e.g., linear
or quadratic de-trending methods, and thus is more robust
across the broad range of yield time series (global, national,
grid cells). Data aggregation is based on global data sets
on harvested areas per crop. Porwollik et al. (2017) have
demonstrated that this can greatly affect results for individ-
ual crop×GGCM× country combinations. Here we chose
to use the best-matching aggregation mask in each case, ar-
guing that as long as none of the harvested area data sets can
be excluded for quality concerns all are equally plausible and
their disagreement should not be held against the crop mod-
els.
We find that shifting time series by a year can sometimes
greatly improve the correlation between simulated and refer-
ence time series, e.g., converting a non-significant correlation
into a highly significant (p < 0.01) correlation with high cor-
relation coefficients (r = 0.89) for LPJ-GUESS harm-suffN
maize simulations for South Africa or converting negative
correlation coefficients (r <−0.5) to positive (r > 0.5) for
PEGASUS fullharm maize simulations in China (Figs. 6 and
S12). We acknowledge that some of this is owing to the rel-
atively vague definition of how FAO yields are attributed to
calendar years and how this matches with assumed growing
periods in the GGCM simulations. However, this seems to
be an important improvement to be achieved by future global
crop modeling studies. The GGCMI phase I protocols re-
quest that data are reported as a series of growing season har-
vests (Elliott et al., 2015) rather than calendar years to avoid
complications with harvest year attribution if harvest occurs
around the end of the calendar year. Moreover, years are re-
moved from the record if sowing occurred during the spin-
up; i.e., part of the growing season is not within the supplied
weather input. Data reporting of future GGCMI simulations
will have to be improved to better enable a direct matching
of simulated and reference time series. If time series corre-
lation at the global scale could be improved by time shifts,
obviously the correlation would be even more improved, if
individual country time series would have been adjusted as
needed before aggregation rather than shifting the aggregated
time series. However, this is beyond the scope of the study
here.
4.4 Implications for future crop model development
and analyses
Further model development and improvement is needed in
collaboration with field-scale modeling approaches (Asseng
et al., 2013; Bassu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) and ex-
perimentalists (Boote et al., 2013). Improvements are also
wanted for the representation and aggregation of soils in
GGCM simulations (Folberth et al., 2016b) and management
including growing season data and fertilizer types, amounts
and timing (Hutchings et al., 2012). But also information on
soil management, crop varieties, crop rotations, and actual ir-
rigation amounts and schemes is presently not or only incom-
pletely available, and better information could greatly inform
global crop modeling. Scrutinizing underlying reasons (e.g.,
the detail on management considered in the simulations) for
good or poor model performance is, however, beyond the ca-
pabilities of this study, and the individual modeling groups
are requested to investigate their model’s strengths and weak-
nesses. The overall model evaluation and the GGCMI phase
I modeling data set (Elliott et al., 2015) enabled such analy-
ses but cannot be conducted centrally. The work by Folberth
et al. (2016a) is a good example of how the underlying rea-
sons for differences in model performance can be identified
for individual crop models.
Also, yield statistics in themselves are not a good refer-
ence data set for dissecting model functionality as errors in
various processes, such as gross primary production, respi-
ration, allocation of photosynthate, soil dynamics and crop
stress response, can compensate each other in the formation
of yield. Site data measurements provide data on not only tar-
geted experiments (as, e.g., the FACE experiments; see, e.g.,
Leakey et al., 2009) but also on related water and carbon dy-
namics, as, e.g., eddy flux tower measurements that can help
to get good simulation results for good reasons. Therefore, it
remains crucial to also test global-scale models against de-
tailed data from experiments to build trust in the underlying
mechanisms. This point-scale evaluation of models has been
performed for several of the GGCMs engaged here and is not
the subject of this study (e.g., Gaiser et al., 2010; Izaurralde
et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2003).
We propose that future global or large-scale gridded crop
models are tested against the GGCMI model ensemble and
the reference data used here to establish a benchmark for
model evaluation and future model development. This cannot
overcome the shortage in suitable reference data, but it pro-
vides a first benchmark against which global gridded crop
models can be tested. We are well aware of the shortcom-
ings to establish a benchmark that largely consists of mod-
eled data (Best et al., 2015; Kelley et al., 2013), either from
other models or from model-assisted interpolation of highly
aggregated statistics but see no other option under current
data availability. Furthermore, the benchmark should not be
confused with a validation of models, but establishes a ref-
erence point against which model performance can be eval-
uated. Here we assume that the best-performing model cur-
rently defines the model performance that can be expected,
but acknowledge that the underlying reasons for good (and
poor) model performance need to be better understood in or-
der to avoid defining statistical artifacts as a benchmark for
models.
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5 Conclusions
Agricultural productivity is increasingly modeled at the
global scale, but model setup and evaluation is hampered
by the lack of high-quality input and reference data. We es-
tablish a first global crop modeling benchmark using a crop
model ensemble of 14 crop modeling groups and reference
data at grid cell, national and global scale. Even though crop
models often demonstrate good performance in reproduc-
ing temporal and spatial patterns of observed crop yields,
there is also the need to improve all models. We argue that
the value of the crop model ensemble in an intercompari-
son study is the ability to learn from each other as mod-
els often show complimentary skill. We encourage all future
crop model development to be tested against the GGCMI
global crop model benchmark and thus make our evalua-
tion framework publicly accessible at https://mygeohub.org/
groups/geoshare. This modeling intercomparison exercise
provides a benchmark for facilitating model improvements
by the individual modeling groups. There is substantial crop
modeling skill for the simulation of maize, wheat and soy-
bean yields at the global scale, but rice simulations are cur-
rently not preforming well and will require additional effort
to improve these simulations. Ongoing collaboration with
field-scale modelers and experimentalists is needed to im-
prove model mechanisms and parameters. Finally, our re-
sults emphasize the need for continuous development and
improvement of detailed agricultural data for model input
and model evaluation that cover the entire global agricultural
land.
Code and data availability. The code of the processing scripts
is available via github at https://github.com/RDCEP/ggcmi. The
evaluation pipeline is available at https://mygeohub.org/tools/
ggcmevaluation and can be used by crop modelers to evaluate their
model performance in the same way as in this paper. Model output
data is available via the GGCMI data archive at http://www.rdcep.
org/research-projects/ggcmi.
The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/gmd-10-1403-2017-supplement.
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